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Shaun Fleming, an HFIA member since the early years, resides on the

island of Maui and her work is certain to impress any viewer. Shaun

found herself immersed in woodworking rather unintentionally after

landing a job in her early 20’s as a sander in a cabinet shop. Eventually

she would bring scraps of wood home and get to work creating. Shaun

says, people began to ask if she could build things for them, “from

rocking chairs to turned wood bowls, coffee tables, entertainment

centers, custom ukuleles, guitars amongst other things… I slowly

began acquiring tools and expanding my repertoire”. And so, her

career as a woodworker began.

As Shaun became established in the world of woodworking, the demand for locally grown woods

in her work grew. She noticed less and less Koa was available, and in turn became more aware of

the need to protect the health of our forests, the industry and to utilize our woods responsibly.

Shaun says, “as a woodworker, I rely on these beautiful woods to create my work from. I do

believe if we take care of the forests and manage, replant, and cherish them that in turn we will

all benefit from our efforts”. Shaun’s care and respect for Hawaii’s forest resources is shown

through her work, in which the subjects are often endangered native bird, insect and plant life.

While Shaun attempts to highlight the beauty and value of our forest resources in her work, she

also recognizes that our forests face challenges. She’s largely concerned with a lack of human

connection to them. “It all begins with the people and their appreciation for what the forests do

for us and what they give to us”, Shaun says. For this reason, she is encouraged and excited by

the simple fact that people, like HFIA members and other like minded organizations, are paying

attention to our forests.

Shaun recently completed a marquetry piece, titled

“Is the Steamer Ready?” utilizing pieces of Koa,

Mango and other assorted woods. In speaking with

her about this piece the conversation meandered and

Shaun described the wood she uses as little pieces of

wood that have a story. Perhaps that’s the most

intriguing part of woodworking, the story behind the

materials.

To view more of Shaun’s work visit her website

www.woodentouches.com . Mahalo for your

membership and love for our forests, Shaun!


